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Abstract  The literary therapy is conducted by the emotions that the literary narratives arouse. The emotions are sometimes the spare emotions that are sorted emotions out and remained. The purpose of this study is to clarify the effect of literature therapy on the spaer emotions and to utilize it in literary therapy programs. The spare emotions appear as repetitions of 'emotions-emotions = spare emotions' when viewing the Gosijo several times. In this way, Gosijo, a unique form of Korean’s poetry, factor out the real body of the emotion that the author intended in the last line. At this time, the reader feels catharsis. This catharsis is a spare emotion. This emotion energy is calculated by subtraction of emotion as follows. Parting minus Longing is Sadness. And Longing minus Sadness is Catharsis. Then there are spare emotions as 'Sadness', 'Catharsis'. This Catharsis is mathematical Sadness. We can call the method of calculation is mathematical physiology. This spare emotion produces the effect of literary therapy. By this study, the effect of the literary therapy by subtraction of these Sijo emotions may increase the value of literature education in the future.
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1. Introduction

The Literature therapy is conducted by the emotions that the literary narratives arouse. Usually, the emotion is that several emotions are combined and sensitive. And sometimes, the emotions are also the spare emotions that are sorted emotions out and remained. This spare emotion, such as emotions, which are sensitive, shows a high degree of emotion’s depth and concentration. This study is about spare emotions. The spare emotions appear as repetitions of 'emotions-emotions = spare emotions' when viewing the Gosijo several times. When we read the Gosijos, we often see the ending line of "~I am being sadness for it. "Why did they enjoy using this sentence in the Gosijo? What are the neurological implications between simple sentence "I am being sadness" and sentence “I am being sadness for it”? Korean's unique form of poetry, the Gosijo, is set in three lines of frames to induce either emotional union or emotional amplification or emotional mutation. At the end, Gosijo, factor out the real body of the emotion that the author intended in the last line. The first line implies the emotion to be printed from the last line, the next line expands the implication, and the last line twists the space between the lines made by the preceding sentences. The real body of emotion, which is the result of implication, is then sticking out. At this time, the reader feels catharsis. This catharsis is a spare emotion. That spare emotion, catharsis, is the energy of the magnetic field that occurs in two gaps between emotion and emotion twisted.

This process of literary therapy is carried out quickly in the nervous system of the human body. It is carried out rapidly by the delivery of emotional signals by short form Sijo. The body is not only neurophysiological reacting by the delivery of emotional signals by a large set of sentences. The concentration of emotional signals by Sijo is intense even by a single set of Sijo. The emotional response in 3 lines set in only one of the Sijo emits physiological magnetic fields. In the future, the function of these Sijos shows the potential for emotion correction by Sijos in many people body. These Sijo emotions may increase the value of literature education in the future.

Now we want to analyze a Sijo ‘The parting day is today’ among the Gosijos in this process. This is because the framework of the Gosijo shows well the effect of implication. This discussion is based on ‘Neuropsychological contents’ (Baars Bernard J and Gage Nicole M, 2010; Bryan Kolb, Whishaw Q Ian, 2012; Cooper Geoffrey M and Hausman Robert E, 2011; H. S. Min, K. J. Chang, O. R. Kwon, S. Y. Lee, H. M. Lee & H. A. Kim, 2011; Özmaden, Soter & Özmade 2018), and is on the extension of this researcher's 'research papers' (Inkwa Park, 2015; 2016; 2017; 2018; Castro 2018; Pan, 2014; Vahdany and Gerivani, 2016).
2. The Flow of Implication

The Implication of emotion by a Gosijo’s sentence passes through the emotional channel of a narrative in the form of ‘Input → Expand → Output’. Then, this implication pushes out emotions for healing. Let's analyze this narrational channel of emotions in the Sijo, ‘The parting day is today.’ The next Sijo ‘The parting day is today’ is included in the Perfection of Ancient Korean Sijo (H. G. Kim et al., 2012: 811; Hassan & Kommers 2018; Okpechi et al. 2018). We are going to translate ‘임’ into ‘She.’

이별은 오늘의 임 갈 길은 천리로다
나는 보내고 그럴만 하러니와
산첩첩 수중중하니 그룹 슬과 하노라

This Sijo is interpreted as follows in English.

The parting day is today. Her path to go is a very long distance.
Although I will send and have longing for her,
I am being sadness for it that her path has many mountains and deep streams.

We can guess that the emotional outburst of the Gosijo narration, above-mentioned, is being spearheaded by the ion channel of the human body. It is because the emotional outburst is an electrical signal, and this electrical signal is transmitted by ion channels. Now let’s discuss in detail the parts of emotional outburst (Okon 2018; Audu 2018).

2.1. Feeling of Parting

The first part narration of the Gosijo is the step to enter ‘Parting.’

Table 1. Parting of you and I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>Parting</th>
<th>She</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I am left alone)</td>
<td>← Parting →</td>
<td>(She is left from me)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first part ‘The parting day is today. Her path to go is a very long distance,’ ‘I’ and ‘She’ are separated. And the mountain path that ‘She’ is headed for is too long. Repeatedly reading the Sijo ‘The parting day is today,’ the emotional gap between ‘parting’ and ‘a very long distance’ is stimulated by the Sijo. Something deep sadness and feeling of loneliness in parting is caused by the shaking gap. And the feeling of sadness and loneliness that deeply engulfed evokes a defense mechanism. So sadness and loneliness are replaced by the longing of the next line by the defense mechanism. That doesn't mean that sadness, loneliness, or sadness of loneliness is completely gone. It is only latent, protrudes from the end line again causing a violent magnetic field of sadness.

2.2. Longing as an Emotional Enzyme

In the second line of this Gosijo, the longing that attracted the tension of the parting filled with sadness and loneliness is protrude. As a result, the second line is formed as “Although I will send and have longing for her.”

Table 2. Longing for you

| I (I send her) | → Longing → | She (There is no her) |

This longing appears in ‘Parting’ and faces ‘She.’ So the first line is the parting place, and the second line is the longing field.

3. Catharsis of Narrative Emotions

Now in the last line, emotions of sadness unleashed by the enzyme of separation, longing and sadness are appearing with powerful magnetic field. It twists in emotions of parting, longing, and sadness, and wriggles in the twisting line another sadness different from the sadness before. “I am being sadness for it” is what removes the previous ‘longing’ and causes an amplification of sadness. So ‘it’ becomes 'minus' and forms the formula for “longing – Sadness” in relation to the previous longing. So it becomes “longing – Sadness = Sadness.” This is a more refined and dense sadness. The narration emotion emits the sadness and induces catharsis, so last line is the catharsis field. It is also a sad field. To this end, the practice of twisting the narration emotions is carried out. The sadness that brings catharsis is named in the name of sadness, but it is deep and burning beyond ordinary sadness. This is the sadness of ‘longing’ that has been deleted by “longing – Sadness = Sadness” but still remains. Let’s analyze this relationship. The effects of the emotion that emanates from the emotion channel of the Gosijo narration can be plotted in Table 6.

3.1. Brownian Motion of Emotions

The behavior that narration's emotional twist can be called 'Brownian Motion of Emotions.' This is because researcher in this study also supposes that emotions twist as doing Brownian Motion.

Table 3. Twisting between the parting and longing

| Parting (I send you) | → Twisting ← | Longing (I miss her) |

Table 4. Twisting between the longing and sadness

| Longing (I miss her) | → Twisting ← | Catharsis (I am sad) |

Table 5. Twisting between the feelings

| Parting (I send her) | Twisting | Longing (I miss her) | Twisting | Sadness (I am sad) |

These Brownian Motion of emotions twist the emotions of 'Parting' and 'Longing' as shown in Table 3. Then, as shown in Table 4, they twist the emotions of 'Longing' and 'Sadness.' In addition, in Table 5, the all of Sijo's narrations twist and twist the emotions of 'Parting,' 'Longing,' and
These spare emotions make the effect of literary therapy. This Brownian Motion brings out a deep sadness of loneliness. This is the purpose of this Sijo narration's Brownian Motion. Let's discuss this ignition of emotions using mathematical arithmetic.

Table 6. The flow of implication toward the effect of literary therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Feeling</th>
<th>Second Feeling</th>
<th>Last Emotion</th>
<th>Literary Therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parting</td>
<td>Longing</td>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>Mast Catharsis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Mathematical Emotions

The Brownian motion of emotions produces the following subtraction emotions. Parting minus Longing is 'Sadness'. And Longing minus Sadness is Catharsis. This Catharsis is Mathematical Sadness. Then there are spare emotions as ‘Sadness’, and ‘Catharsis’. We can call that this method of calculation is mathematical physiology. These spare emotions make the effect of literary therapy.

4. Conclusions

Koreans' unique poem type, Gosijo, first implicates a spare emotion to be output at the last line, then expands that implication, and finally twists the lines’ gap of the preceding lines. Then, the real body of emotion that the result of implication comes out. Through this process, literary therapy is carried out by the emotion that literary narration causes. The emotion is usually a sensitized emotion that is synthesized by various senses. And sometimes, they are spare emotions that calculated and remained. This study is about spare emotions. The repetition of “Emotion - Emotion = Spare Emotion” is repeatedly performed when we repeatedly appreciate the Gosijo of “The parting day is today”. At this time, the reader feels catharsis. This catharsis is a spare emotion. The catharsis as a spare emotion of Gosijo narration is the energy of the magnetic field that occurs in the two lines’ gap between an emotion and the other emotion that are twisting by the Brownian Motion.

The Brownian Motion of emotions as a narration emotion twists the emotions of ‘Parting’ and ‘Longing.’ And it twists the emotions of ‘Longing’ and ‘Sadness.’ In addition, the all narrations of Goijo carry out Brownian Motion by twisting emotions such as ‘Parting,’ ‘Longing,’ and ‘Sadness’ together. This Brownian Motion brings out the sadness of deep loneliness. This emotional energy is caused by subtraction of emotion. This is the Brownian Motion’s purpose of this Gosijo narration. This Brownian motion produces the following subtraction emotions. Parting minus Longing is Sadness. And Longing minus Sadness is Catharsis. Then there are spare emotions as ‘Sadness,’ ‘Catharsis.’ This Catharsis is mathematical Sadness. We can call that this method of calculation is mathematical physiology. These spare emotions produce the effect of literary therapy. The effect of the literary therapy by subtraction of these Gosijo emotions may increase the value of literature education in the future.
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